
Red Hat® OpenShift® on Nutanix Cloud Platform provides a resilient
and scalable infrastructure and a cloud-native application platform

that enable you to drive business value.  

Micro Strategies provides you with a simplified, flexible 
approach to achieve your hybrid cloud initiatives. 

BOOK MEETING

THE BUSINESS
CHALLENGES OF GOING
CLOUD NATIVE

A FULL-STACK ENTERPRISE SOLUTION

GAIN A COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
WITH THE RIGHT HYBRID CLOUD STRATEGY

Best-in-class
infrastructure stack 

Simplified full-stack solution—
from hyperconverged infrastructure

to a cloud-native application platform—
for various workloads and use cases. 

Powering innovation
now and for the future

Joint roadmap planning and delivery 
across both Red Hat® and Nutanix to 

ensure the delivery of new capabilities 
that provide business value. 

Reduced risk through
combined support

Peace of mind delivered by 
world-class experienced technical 

support provided by always-on 
global support teams.

Book a meeting with one of our 
experienced infrastructure modernization 
specialists to learn more about what we 
can do for your business. 

HYBRID MULTICLOUD STACK

expect to leverage connected hybrid 
and multicloud infrastructure

recognize a need for consistent cross-
cloud management and automation

of businesses say the cloud enables 
them to be more competitive

Getting the technologies into production,
utilizing your in-house resources

Identifying, vetting, and assembling
the right technology solution for you 

Cost in time and money moving existing 
apps and technologies to new platforms 

Lack of expertise and knowledge in deploying,
operating, and supporting new tech

Reluctance to change existing technologies
to something innovative and new

Micro Strategies has partnered with Red Hat® and 
Nutanix to offer enterprise customers a best-in-class 
solution for building, scaling, and managing cloud native 
applications on-premises and in a hybrid cloud.

Reliable solutions for your 
business needs and use
cases from our broad
portfolio of vendors 

Proven hybrid cloud 
deployment methodology
so you can derive business 
value faster

Migrate your applications
or help you determine
the best disposition
of your applications

Deep bench of technical 
knowledge, experience,
and expertise from certified
IT specialists

Assist your team in 
understanding the
operational benefits of
hybrid multicloud stacks

Train your people or
provide managed services
to maintain and support
your technologies

Hybrid cloud adoption is accelerating as businesses strive to effectively
manage dramatic growth in data generation and usage. 

HOW TO BUILD A

A SIMPLE SOLUTION
TO COMPLEX HYBRID
CLOUD ADOPTION

636% 

33%
20%

Red Hat® OpenShift®

477% 
85% 
62% 

Nutanix Cloud Platform

Return on investment over 5 years

Accelerated application development 

Improvement in DevOps productivity 

Return on investment over 5 years

Less unplanned downtime 

Lower TCO over 5 years

BUILD A BETTER STACK WITH

STRATEGIES

https://microstrat.com/resources/insights-events/blog/how-to-build-a-best-in-class-hybrid-multicloud-stack/

